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PREMIUM VINYL
Jaguar • Lynx • Puma STS • Cougar FTD • Eyra • Caracal
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Middle Flip-Up Seat, Fishing Chair and Butt Seat for all models

*Premium seats listed with Sunbrella Horizon vinyl in colors as available
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Advantage/Vision seats made with CMI or Morbern Vinyl

ADVANTAGE/VISION VINYL
PII • Sabre FTD • Pantera Classic • Bobcat • Tournament Deluxe

ADVANTAGE VISION
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Manufactured from closed-cell Polyethylene (PE) foam, reFLEX offers a high-grip, non-
slip surface to compliment the upgraded carpet base throughout the Premium Bass 

Cat lineup. A durable UV-resistant and easy-to-clean marine foam padding, reFLEX is 
made to withstand the rigors of water and any weather condition.

You asked for it. We delivered.

*Bass Cat only. The Reflex cockpit insert and full deck option is available on all Premium models

Stain resistant

UV protected

Superior peel strength

High traction, wet or dry



*Bass Cat only. The Reflex cockpit insert and full deck option is available on all Premium models



TOP NOTCH SOFT Premium tier cover made specifically for Bass Cat Boats. TOP 
NOTCH® is a 100% solution dyed polyester fabric (840 denier) with a fluorocarbon finish, 
resulting in a fabric that is breathable and water repellent. 
Only available in black. Top of the line. Strapless easy on/off, dual-ratchet system. 
Available on Premium & Advantage models. Felt back to protect the boat finish.
Customers can go through parts to acquire covers for previous model years.

AQUALON High quality, light weight cover made specifically for Bass Cat Boats. With 
a vinyl-coated polyester top and soft underside, it keeps interior temperatures cool and 
surfaces protected. Availible in black, navy, mist gray and charcoal.

Boat Covers



BASS CAT STYLE KEY
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A. BOOT
B. HULL
C. HULL INSERT
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G. CAP
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bass cat premium color guide

notessections
boot / mini bolt Available Colors: Poly Flake & Gel

Rules: Mini Bolt can match the hull or boot, as 
selected

Options: 
- Radiance Package colors for Mini-Bolt

nose cap / cap insert 2 Available Colors: Poly Flake & Gel

Rules: Nose Cap must match the I2 (insert 2) 
or Cap, by default

Options: 
- Radiance Package colors in Insert 2

hull insert (bolt) / cap insert 1

cap / fender / console Available Colors: Poly Flake & Gel

Rules: Fender, Cap, Console match, by default

No Vicious Lime, Rage Red, Black, or Pro Blue

Options: 
- Reverse Console and/or Reverse Fender

hull Available Colors: Poly Flake & Gel

Rules: No Vicious Lime, Rage Red, Black, or 
Pro Blue

Available Colors: Poly Flake & Gel, Radiance 
color gel can be used, if Hull Insert (Bolt) and 
Cap Insert 1 are same color

Rules: Bolt and Cap Insert 1 match, by default.
Options:  
1. Hull and Cap Insert 1 may match. 
2. Cap and Hull Insert may match.

Note: Eyra scoop must match Insert 1.

jaguar | lynx | puma ftd | cougar ftd | eyra | caracal

Eyra Scoop

trim stripes (hull & cap) Available Colors: Poly Flake Only

Rules: Same color on Hull and Cap

Note: Pin stripe is always black

BOOT / MINI BOLT

HULL

CAP / FENDER / CONSOLE

NOSE CAP / CAP INSERT 2

TRIM STRIPES (HULL & CAP)

HULL INSERT (BOLT) / CAP INSERT 1

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Rules: Mini bolt can match the hull or boot, as 
selected. Polyflake boot defaults the Minibolt to 
BLACK GEL

Options: Radiance package colors for mini bolt

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Rules: No vicious lime, rage red, black or pro blue

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Rules: Nose cap must match the I2 (insert 2) or 
cap, by default

Options: Radiance package colors in insert 2

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel. Radiance color 
can be used, if hull insert (bolt) and cap insert 1 
are the same color.

Rules: Bolt and cap insert 1 match, by default

Options:
1. Hull and cap insert 1 may match
2. Cap and hull insert may match

Note: Eyra scoop (style guide ‘N’) must match 
insert 1.

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Rules: 
1. Fender, cap and console match by default
2. No vicious lime rage red, black or pro blue

Options: Reverse console and/or reverse fender

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Rules: Same color on hull and cap

Note: Pin stripe is always black

BASS CAT PREMIUM COLOR GUIDE
JAGUAR | LYNX | PUMA STS | COUGAR FTD | EYRA | CARACAL



REVERSE FENDER

REVERSE CONSOLE

RADIANCE PACKAGE

The reverse fender option allows the customer to 
make the fender any color that is used in another 
part of the boat. For example, this fender will 
match the hull insert.

The reverse console option allows the customer to 
make the console any color that is used in another 
part of the boat. For example, this console will 
match the hull insert.

Available Colors: Radiance gel (see below)
The Radiance Package will pair these sections with 
any of our radiance gel colors:

- Mini Bolt
- Insert 2 (I2)
- Console (optional)

Radiance Package Example
Rage Red

BASS CAT PREMIUM PACKAGE OPTIONS
JAGUAR | LYNX | PUMA STS | COUGAR FTD | EYRA | CARACAL

NOTE:

reverse console The reverse console option allows the 
customer to make the console any color that is 
used in another part of the boat. For example, 
this console will match the hull insert.

bass cat premium package options

radiance package Available Colors: Radiance Gel (see below)

The Radiance Package will pair these sections 
with any of our radiance gel colors:
- Mini Bolt
- Insert 2 (I2)
- Console (optional)

rage
red

vicious
lime

white victory
red

canary
yellow

pro
blue

black
*Additional charges apply

*Additional charges apply

reverse fender
The reverse fender option allows the customer 
to make the fender any color that is used in 
another part of the boat. For example, this 
fender will match the hull insert.

*Additional charges apply

jaguar | lynx | puma ftd | cougar ftd | eyra | caracal

Fluorescent Radiance colors of Rage Red, Vicious Lime, Pro Blue and 
Black are not available on Hull, Cap, or Fender. UV stability is reduced on 

these colors and they will have limited long-term durability.

NOTE:
Fluorescent radiance colors of rage red, vicious lime, pro blue and black 

are not available on the hull, cap or fender. UV stability is reduced on 
these colors and they will have limited long-term durability.

Additional charges apply on all package options



BOOT

CAP INSERT

CAP / FENDER / CONSOLE

TRIM STRIPES (HULL & CAP)

HULL

HULL INSERT (BOLT)

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Available Colors: Poly flake only

Note: Pin stripe is always black

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel. 

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Rules: 
1. Fender, cap and console match by default
2. No vicious lime rage red, black or pro blue

Options: Reverse console and/or reverse fender

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Rules: No vicious lime, rage red, black or pro blue

BASS CAT ADVANTAGE COLOR GUIDE
PANTERA II | SABRE FTD



REVERSE FENDER

REVERSE CONSOLE

The reverse fender option allows the customer to 
make the fender any color that is used in another 
part of the boat. For example, this fender will 
match the hull insert.

No rage red, vicious lime, black or pro blue

The reverse console option allows the customer to 
make the console any color that is used in another 
part of the boat. For example, this console will 
match the hull insert.

No rage red, vicious lime, black or pro blue

BASS CAT ADVANTAGE PACKAGE OPTIONS
PANTERA II | SABRE FTD

NOTE:

Fluorescent radiance colors of rage red, vicious lime, pro blue and black 
are not available on the hull, cap or fender. UV stability is reduced on 

these colors and they will have limited long-term durability.
Additional charges apply on all package options



BOOT

PANTERA CLASSIC & BOBCAT CAP

CAP / FENDER / CONSOLE

TRIM STRIPES (HULL & CAP)

HULL

HULL INSERT (BOLT)

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Available Colors: White only

Available Colors: Poly flake only

Note: Pin stripe is always black. 
There is no ‘fish hook’ trim piece on the Bobcat.

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel. 

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Rules: 
1. Fender, cap and console match by default
2. No vicious lime rage red, black or pro blue

Options: Reverse console and/or reverse fender

Available Colors: Poly flake & gel

Rules: No vicious lime, rage red, black or pro blue

BASS CAT VISION COLOR GUIDE
PANTERA CLASSIC | BOBCAT



REVERSE FENDER

REVERSE CONSOLE

The reverse fender option allows the customer to 
make the fender any color that is used in another 
part of the boat. For example, this fender will 
match the hull insert.

No rage red, vicious lime, black or pro blue

The reverse fender option allows the customer to 
make the fender any color that is used in another 
part of the boat. For example, this fender will 
match the hull insert.

No rage red, vicious lime, black or pro blue

BASS CAT VISION PACKAGE OPTIONS
PANTERA CLASSIC | BOBCAT

NOTE:

Fluorescent radiance colors of rage red, vicious lime, pro blue and black 
are not available on the hull, cap or fender. UV stability is reduced on 

these colors and they will have limited long-term durability.
Additional charges apply on all package options



CARPET SELECTION

We always push our vendors in pursuit of the best and it shows as we 
continue to set the standard in carpet quality. Bass Cat & Yar-Craft Premium 
& Advantage models will be upgrading to 28oz material in three different 
colors giving you a perfect color-match and the durability to last long into 
your ownership. With the added strength comes increased comfort thanks 
to the tight weave and high fiber count. Our 16 and 28 ounce carpet has 
been UV stabilized to withstand years of exposure, keeping your dream 
looking fresh with proper care.

“The best marine carpet money can buy”



28oz Premium / Advantage Carpet

Midnight Star

True MicaStormCharcoal

Jaguar STS | Lynx | Puma STS | Cougar FTD | Eyra | Caracal  |  PII | Sabre FTD

Pantera Classic | Bobcat

209 TFX

186 TFX

16oz Vision Carpet

CARPET SELECTION


